Based on previous research showing five examples of verb reduplication in Majang, a member of the Nilo-Saharan language family, this paper presents more specific examples of verb reduplication, its different uses, and the phonological rules governing it. Examples of possibly reduplicated forms from other parts of speech are also given, and data suggesting some reduplication in Proto-Surma are presented. A verb prefix that may be confused with reduplication because it covers some of the same semantic range and can appear in phonologically similar forms is described.
There are only two published linguistic descriptions, one by and a recent, more comprehensive and reliable one by Bender (1983) .
In his article, Bender gives five examples of verb reduplication in Majano (1983a:121) .
Build!ng on Bender. this present paper gives many more examples of verb reduplication, explains the different uses of reduplication. and describes the phonological rules for reduplicating. Examples of (possibly) reduplicated forms from bther parts of speech are also given. Comparative data is also given to show that some reduplication was also found in Proto-Surma. In section 3, a verb prefix tV-is described, which may be confused with reduplication, since it covers some of the same semantic range and can appear in forms phonologically similar to reduplication.
Reduplication
As mentioned above, Bender br:efly discussed the function of reduplication in Majang warbs. Many other words also appear to be reduplicated. The phonological rules for verb reduplication (and nouns derived from verbs) are clear, but other words that appear to be reduplicated can reduplicate by different rules. The term "reduplication-is sometimes used in this paper in a broad sense to include any word that repeats a syllable or more, even if there is no clear evidence of a non-reduplicated root. Sapir This paper attempts to list etic categories. rather than emic.
Some of the examples given are from Bender (1983) , but these have all been checked.
Intensive action.
Reduplication can be used to mark action as being more intense: nuunuulikon 'he broke it to bits', as opposed to simple nuulikon 'he broke it', from the stem nuul.
Repeated action.
Repetition or habitual action can be marked by reduplication, with the meaning "do all the time" or "do again and again". The morphology is marked on the following example.
(with n3 meaning "non-third person" and IV meaning "intransitive"): (7) ko-koH-ik-ar-ko-n DUP-help-n3-2p-PST-IV 'You (p1) helped each other.'
The following examples are all 3rd person plural, past tense, meaning 'they did it to each other': (8) Reduplication to mark recipocal action is also found in the negative, as in the following: (10) Ku-er-ko wo<-no-,noy-it.
NEG-3p-PST exchge-DUP-NEG Reduplication for present continuous is also found in negated verb stems.
DUP-grind-n3-1s-IV NEG-ls DUP-grind-NEG 'I am now grinding.' 'I am not grinding.'
Reduplication to show present continuous action is also found in the passive voice.
Compare the active and passive sentences below: 'finger' polpol (compare 'fingernail' copolkoi and Me'en 'finger' kobolkit).
Reduplicated kinship terms are common throughout the world, such as "mama" and "papa".
In Majang, these include:
'mother (of second person)' naana , 'aunt' maame, 'Daddy' baabey, 'father (of 2nd person)' bvaabva (the differrence in the articulation of the bilabial stops on the two terms for 'father' was confirmed in careful checking).
One reduplicated adverb has also been found, agorgor fast/quickly', as in reeri agurgur 'He ran fast'. Verbs cannot be both reduplicated and prefixed with IN- at the same time.
For example, the root for 'fear' is bcsur.
often prefixed with tV-. as in tubc'uruk 'fear!'. However, 'He is now fearing' is byubc-urn, reduplicated, but cannot be prefixed.
A prefixed reduplicated form, such as ittubcsubssurn is not acceptable.
Derived nouns based on prefixed verbs
Some nouns are derived from the prefixed form of the verb.
The verb 'help' has the stem koff-, which is sometimes prefixed with tV-, in this case to-.
The derived noun 'help, assistance' is built on the prefixed verb, tokofi.
The derived agent 'helper' is also built on the prefixed form, tokolItan.
The verb stem wEy 'roast (grain)' usually appears with the prefix tE-.
The product form is based on the prefixed form of the verb: tEwEytanak 'roasted grain'.
(-tan marks product, -ak plural). Similarly, the agent 'sorcerer' is tamaltan, from the verb root sal-'do sorcery'.
The word 'name' is tiriya, based on the prefixed form of 'call' riy.
The noun 'gift' is tigi, from the prefixed form of the verb gij-'give'.
The verb root 'fear' is bc-ur, often prefixed with tV-.
The noun 'fear' is a prefixed form, tubc'ur, as in lakaa tubc-ur 'I have fear'
('I am afraid').
Semantic aspects of tV-
The function of this tV-prefix is far from clear. When translating into Amharic, a Majang language helper suffixed an object marker onto the Amharic verb form for several tV-forms, such as 'fear',
The prefixed form for 'pull out' was given with an Amharic causative prefix. One person suggested that the prefixed tokowuk would mean 'dig it outr, as oppossed to the non-prefixed form meaning simply 'digl". Another man said that the prefixed form tipirik meant 'jump far!'. The prefixed form tukumuk 'pierce!' was given with the example of throwing a spear, piercing an object at some distance. One person said that he would use the non-prefixed form koilok 'help!' with a family member, rather than use the prefixed tokoBok. The imperative of 'give' was given as gijik (stem gij), but 'give me!' was given as prefixed tigit,
(the -t-is a first person singular object marker (Bender 1983:128) , but the loss of the stem-final consonant is unexplained).
The imperative for "ferment (mead)!" is yaakIA, but the prefixed tayakk means "ferment it later!" (the shortening of the vowel in the stem of the prefixed form is unexplained). There is no obvious thread of meaning 12 connecting all of these explanations.
They suggest that the prefix indicates some sort of intensity, but this is far from clear.
The prefix is no longer productive in Majang, but it is still preserved in many words (like the English prefix con-).
Restrictions on the affixation of tV-
This prefix can only be affixed to a restricted set of verbs.
In a random check of 50 verbnl, only eleven could be prefixed.
Those that can be prefixed include both transitive and intransitive verbs.
Forms of the verb 'to be' have not been found with tV-. This restriction on the verbs that can be prefixed is also discussed in sec. 3.6.
3.5
Potential ambiguities with stem initial /t/ and reduplication The presence of the tV-prefix is not always obvious.
Firstly, some verb roots begin with t-followed by a vowel. Secondly, some reduplicated forms resemble prefixed forms.
In the first category, many verbs have initial tfollowed by a vowel, but in these, the initial sequence of t-and a vowel is part of the root, not removeable. The second possible ambiguity is for monosyllabic verbs with a root of the shape tV(C) to reduplicate in such a way as to resemble a tV-prefixed form.
This looks the same as the tV-prefixed forms of the same verbs, since the vowel is always the same as the stem vowel in both cases. Since the negative imperative can be kati titinin 'don't pierce repeatedly!', this must be reduplicated, since only reduplicated forms (but not tVprefixed forms) are allowed in negative imperatives.
Comparative data
There is a description of a tV-verb prefix in at least one other Surma language.
It appears in Didinga. where it is also difficult to define precisely. Odden analyzed it as part of a "completive stem" (1983: 162) It is not (Yet) In Didinga. as in Majang, the vowel of the prefix is identical ta the following stem vowel.
One difference between Didinga and Majang in the use of tV-is that tV-is not found on negated verbs in Didinga (Odden 1983:162) , but it is in Majang (see 2.1).
In both Didinga and Majang, the prefix is found only on a restricted set of verbs. Of the small set of verbs that take the tV-prefix in Odden's examples, at least one seems cognate with a prefixed form in Majang.
Odden gives the completive stem" tEnEd for 'chop', from nEd-, (1983:162) . In Majang. the root for 'chop' is kEt-, prefixing to form tEkEt-.
Bender's unpublished Suri notes give tEnEra for 'cut (wood), which may also represent a tV-prefix on a cognate stem.
There is also evidence of a tV-prefix in Me'en.
Ricci
lists ta-as a probable prefix in the form tabadaboy 'to smear' since he found probable cognates without the ta-(1972:396,397) .
He also gave 'to blow' with two forms. based on the root bai-. tabaidai and babaiboi (1972;449) . This also suggests a prefix tV-. My supportive wife, Carole, makes it all possible.
Bender listed six vowel phonemes for Majang (1983) . have now become convinced of a vowel distinction based on Advanced Tongue Root, as Odden has found in Didinga (1983 However, the opposite process, deriving the Murle initial /z/ by dissimilation is also possible. s may be cognate with the form mana 'field' in both Murle and Didinga, as well as some Eastern Nilotic languages (Dimmendaal 1982:104) . Since weeds quickly take over a field in the Majang swidden type of agriculture (Stauder 1971 :26ff), a semantic shift from 'field' to 'weed' is very plausible.
